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The concepts and results of the J&t part of this paper are applied in three 
situations: differential games, specifically feedback controls in a linear gve 
with hyperplane target; an example of Nash equilibrium with feedback strategies; 
uniqueness properties, theorems, and stability with respect to measurement; 
control theory, specifically time-optimal feedback. 
The notation, terminology, and numbering of sections, etc., follows that of [9]; 
these will be referenced directly. In particular, M, %?, S, Z, SP refers to 
Newton, CarathCodory, Filippov, Krasovskij, and Hermes solutions (Section 2). 
Here the individual sections are more or less independent, and each contains a 
brief introduction of its own. 
6. LINEAR GAMES WITH LARGE TARGETS 
We consider a linear game in Ii”, with state equation 
*=Ax-p+q, 
control constraint sets P, Q, and a half-space as target, 
(1) 
To avoid trivialities, we assume c + 0, P + o + Q. A crucial further assump- 
tion is that P, Q are both compact and convex (without compactness, e.g., for 
linear subspaces as constraint sets, the situation changes dramatically). 
A quarry control is a measurable mapping p: R+ --+ Q. A pursuer strategy is a 
mapping a, with values a[q](t) depending on a quarry control q(.) and time 
t > 0, and which is non-anticipatory in the following sense: whenever quarry 
controls qk satisfy LJ~ = q2 a.e. [O, 01, then also a[qJ = r~[q.J a.e. [O, 01 (for all 
e > 0). 
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The (isochronous) winning set IV(T) is the set of all points x for which there 
exists a pursuer strategy 0 such that, for each quarry control q(.), the control pair 
P = 4?1? 4 
steers the initial point x to the target ,Lr at time 2”: 
x(T) = eAT (x - LT ecAs(u[q](s) - q(s)) ds) E Q. 
Analogously, the winning set lV(0, T) consists of the points x for which a 
pursuer strategy forces the outcome x(t) E Sz at some time t E [0, T], with t 
possibly depending on the quarry control q(.). Finally, referring to a given 
point x, the minimum time T(x) is the least T > 0 with x E IV(0, T). 
For our linear game with half-space target, and for the somewhat special 
interpretation of stategy and winning just described, the following was established 
in [8, 5.31. 
First define 
T ct = CT&t, 
p(.) so that ctTp(t) = yg ctTp, 
q(.) so that ctTq(t) = rnr ctTq, (3) 
ait = a + ot c,T(p(s) - g(s)) ds. 
s 
The results are then 
W(t) = {x: CtTX <at}, qo, T) = (J w(t), 
O<t<T 
T(x) = min{t > 0: ctTx < at}. (4) 
Finally, a pursuer strategy 0 for any point x (in some IV(0, T)) is 
4m) = m%4 - t)* (5) 
Note that F(.) is completely independent of Q; the latter does’ affect (T, through 
T(x), at , q(.), but still 0 is independent of particular quarry controls Q(‘). 
We propose to extend these results as follows: quarry is to be allowed arbitrary 
general feedback controls of the form 4 = q(t, x) with values in Q; nevertheless 
the results remain unchanged for this extended meaning of winning position. 
In particular, since a[q](t) is independent of q(.), the pursuer can even announce 
his future plans to the opponent without changing the outcome. 
An auxiliary result will be needed. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Colzside~ the maximisation of S(t)u as u E -5; here x: [O, T] + I+ 
is analytic, a-nd the compact, conaex, ?lonvoid set U = Ul + Liz with Ul strictly 
convex (in its @ne span) and U, a pamllellepiped. Then there erists a piece-wise 
contim& ZC: [& T] + LT such that 
x’(t) ii(t) = nlg J?(t) iv 
In particular, for any continuous a(.), 
- 
(all t E [O, T]). 
as y(.) --t 0 (both unifor-mly). 
Proof. Since U = U1 + U2 is a direct sum, each maximising 21 = u1 + ucp 
where zlk maximises over U, independently. Thus the assertion need only be 
proved for each of the two types of convex set U. 
Obviously, by a parallel shift one may ensure that 0 E CL 
First, then, let U be strictly convex in L = span LT. There is a trivial case 
that all values x(t) 1 L (and one may then choose u = 0). In the remaining 
case, by analyticity of a(.), there are at most finitely many values t, at which 
,x.(tJ 1 L. For times t in the remainin, u intervals, the projection y(t) of &r(t) 
onto L is non-zero, so there is a unique u = t?(t) in G’ which maximises. From 
uniqueness, z?(t) depends continuously on t, at least in intervals where v(t) f 0. 
At the (isolated) roots to ofy(t), we have (e.g. near to = 0) y(t) = y,.t’ + ... with 
J’?, f 0, and r 3 1; so y(t)/1 y(t)1 h as a unique limit direction YJ J!,. 1, and u 
can be extended continuously to t = to . 
Second, let U be a parallellepiped, 
Obviously one may drop those terms uk for which .x?(t)+ = 0. Outside the 
finitely many roots of the terms z?(t)uk in [0, T], the maximising otli are uniquely 
determined (as sgn XT(t)+) and constant. 
It remains to establish convergence in (6). Write 5 = u1 + u2 with u1 con- 
tinuous and ZL~ piecewise constant (with, say N discontinuities in [O, T]). For 
the first term, (6) holds, by uniform continuity. As concerns the second, fix any 
E > 0. Then ZS(S + v(s)) = C(S) except near discontinuities; or better, if all 
/ T(t)! < E, then 
meas{s E [0, T]: E(s + T(S)) f C(s)) < N . 2~. 
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Thus 
< oT 1 a(s)] . I z1(s + ?I(s)) - u(s)/ ds < 0 + N . 2~ . iy . 8 
f 
for 01 = sup 1 a(s)], 6 = d iam U. Thus indeed the difference tends to 0 with E. 
This concludes the proof. 
Obviously the second extends to polytopes U, . I do not doubt that the 
assertion holds for all compact and convex sets, but cannot even handle the 
case of a cone. 
THEOREM 6.2. In the game (l)-(2) assume the following: c # 0, P and Q are 
compact non-empty, P = PI + P2 where PI is strictly convex in its a8n.e span, and 
P2 is a parallellepiped. (We shall use the notation (3)-(5).) 
For every point x,, with T(x,,) < fco, the pursuer control 
P@> = mw - t> (7) 
forces the outcome x(t) E LI? for some t E [0, T(x,,)] for each Hermes-Krasovskij 
solution x( .), in the extended sense, of 
R = Ax -p(t) + q(t, x), x(0) = xg . 
with arbitrary function q: R1 x R” --+ Q. Furthermore, the control (7) is time- 
optimal. 
Proof. Let x( .) be such a solution; thus (Definition 2.3) x(.) is the uniform 
limit of Caratheodory solutions to inner perturbations. Then, for each E > 0, 
there exist uniformly c-small measurable functions ‘I, w and V-solutions y of 
9 = 4~ + w(t)> - P(t + r](t)) + dt + 49, Y + 4th ~(0) = xo (8) 
suchthatlx-yl <Eon[O,T]. 
First we verify that the last term in (8), 
m = dt + ?l@),Y + 49)~ 
is measurable (by verifying this for all the other terms in (8)). From the assump- 
tions, 7 and w are measurable, and y is AC; thus j and A( y + w) are measurable. 
From (7) and Lemma 6.1, p is piecewise continuous, and thus a sum (continuous) 
+ (piecewise constant). It follows that p(t + y(t)) is also measurable. 
Having this, consider the differential equation 
f = AZ -p(t) + q&), x(0) = xg . (9) 
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M’e now know that it does have a ?Z-solution z(.); according to the results of 
[9, 5.31 quoted above, .s(.) reaches the target: ,z(tJ E Q for some t, E [O, T(x& 
On subtracting equations (8) and (9) for %-solutions, 
(y - Z)’ = A(y - z) - (p(t + y(t)) -p(t) f Azu(t)), 
y(0) - x(0) = 0, 
y(t) - z(t) = it eA(t-s) (p(s + 7](s)) - p(s)) ds -1 S,’ eA(t--5)14zu(s) ds. 
Since 7 and zu are small, from Lemma 6.1 we conclude that ~1 - ,a is uniformly 
small,andhencesoisx-z=((x-y)+(y-z). 
Finally, let E + 0; for each there exists t, E [0, 7(x0)], the termination time 
of an appropriate z(.), such that dist(x(t,), 9) -+ 0 with E -+ 0. On taking an 
accumulation point t, we find that the Hermes solution x does have x(t) E Q. 
This concludes the proof. 
At least two problems remain open for the game (1), and construction (3)-(5). 
It seems most plausible that x H p( T( x )) is an optimal feedback strategy, taking 
advantage (possibly, the most advantage) of quarry’s steering errors. This may 
become significant if the quarry is “Nature”, i.e., the quarry’s controls are 
really only unpredictable disturbances within a control system. An instance 
appears in the next section. Second, implementation of (5) requires that T(x,) 
be pre-computed, and this might be complicated. It appears likely that, for any 
upper estimate 6 > T(x~), the pursuer control j%(6 - t) leads to termination 
(possibly in time Q), and this is a simple suboptimal control. 
7. EXAMPLE; NASH EQUILIBRIUM 
Leitmann and Liu proposed a model for collective bargaining during a strike 
between plant management and labour union [13], [12]. The reduced state 
equation is one-dimensional bilinear, 
‘?? = -(u + zi)x, uao, r30; 
.x(t) represents the difference between wage demand and offer, with strike 
ending when this reaches a predetermined bound, X(T) = nz; at this time 7 the 
management and labour costs are measured, 
(The constants ki > 0, or rather the ensuing terms &T in the costs, reflect a 
desire to end the strike.) 
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In [12, 4.61 the strategies 
are presented as a Nash equilibrium for non-cooperative play. The details are 
as follows. Let “playability” of strategies mean existence of %-solutions reaching 
the target in finite time [12, 4.6, pp. 18-20; also p. 40 where (iii) follows from 
(ii)]. Then the strategies in (2) are playable, and are in Nash equilibrium when 
compared with any other playable strategies u(.), z(.): 
nqiz, 2)) < nqu, v), L(u, q < L(ii, v), (3) 
[12]. 
Suppose now that we extend the concept of solution, to some generalised 
solutions. This will have no effect on necessary conditions, but will affect 
sufficient conditions; and, in playability, simplify or even do away with the 
existence problem, but leave termination questions unaffected. The point we 
wish to make is that, with very little further work, considerably stronger results 
can be obtained. 
Consider, e.g., v in (2); we assert that, for any strategy u = U(X) 2 0 and 
initial position x0 > m, there exist generalised solutions of 
ff = - (*(x) + +-) x, x(0) = x0 ) 
and all lead to termination at finite (indeed, bounded) time. (It is natural to 
require u > 0, z’ > 0 for the strategies in this example; see [12], pp. 32-34, 
and (3.9) in particular. As we have just shown, this ensures finite termination 
time for all strategy pairs u, 8.) 
The system (4) is autonomous, so we consider Krasovskij (=Hermes) solu- 
tions. To apply previous results we need bounded player controls; thus zc > 0 
is replaced by 0 < ZI < (very large 01), the latter constant not entering into the 
result. Then we have local existence of *-solutions, and also extendability 
(Section 3). Referring to Definition 2.2 and the operator K, one easily tinds 
3 < 0 - k, . Thus each Z-solution X( .) has ‘v(t) < x0 - kit, and finite termina- 
tion time 7 < (x0 - m)/ki . 
The question whether u, ‘u are in Nash equilibrium against all strategies that 
lead to termination (e.g., non-negative) needs comment. If (3) is to make sense, 
then at least 
M(u, 8) = Jr (k, + z+(t)) .x(t)) at (5) 
0 
must be defined for a generalised solution x(.) terminating at 7; and requiring 
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U(X) . x to be integrable is simply begging the question. One converts (1) to 
terminal cost by adjoining another differential equation to the state equation, 
and replacing (1) by 
j = K, + ux, y(0) = 0, 
A4 = J(T). (6) 
(For %Y-solutions this is an equivalent formulation: J!(T) = 0 + si j; for gener- 
alized solutions (5) need not be defined, but (6) is. Thus we are ‘enlarging’ the 
problem by extending the definition of M.) Similarly for the L-cost. On adding 
the equations we find k f j = 0, .I + y constant, 
x(0) + y(0) = X(T) + y(7) = x0 + 0 = m + M, 
so that indeed M > x0 - m = M(c, E) (actually, equality). To be a little more 
careful, the &Y-solutions x, y are limits of V-solutions xfZ , Jk to 
respectively, with small inner perturbations pk(.); these may then indeed be 
added, the V-solutions have xk + yk constant and converging to x + y. 
8. UNIQUENESS 
In control theory it is quite often the case that there is only one optimal 
trajectory issuing from a given initial point, and leading toward a target. More 
precisely, the trajectory is unique in the positive time direction; however, since 
trajectories may coalesce, it need not be unique into negative time. (In point of 
fact, the situation is rather general: see [lo, pp. 1X&157].) An unfortunate 
consequence is that uniqueness criteria for k = f(x) which are insensitive to 
time direction (iffsatisfies the condition, so does -f; e.g., a Lipschitz condition) 
are a priori useless. 
Let us be specific about several properties fundamental in differential equation 
theory. Assume given a differential equation (in P) 
2 = f(t, x), (0 
initial datum (t,, , x,,) E Ri x R, , and some class of solutions. We shall say that 
the initial value problem has existence (properly, local existence into positive 
time) if there is a solution x( .) of (1) on some [t, , t,, + E), belonging to the given 
solution class and satisfying x(t,) = x,, . If this obtains for all initial data, (I) is 
said to have existence, again for the solution class. 
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Similarly for uniqueness, and continuous dependence on initial data, and on 
outer and inner perturbations (all local, into positive time, and relative to the 
solution class). Thus, e.g. the last property is as follows. Whenever one has 
solutions, 
x(.) to (l), “Y(t,) = X” ) (2) 
q...) to 32 = f(t, x + pk(t)), X&J = Xk (3) 
defined on [t, , t, + ~1 (common E > 0), if t, + ,r,, , xl: + x0 , and the measurable 
functions p, + 0 uniformly, necessarily .Q.( .) -+ X( .) uniformly on [tr , t, + S] 
(common S > 0). 
We refer to the examples in Section 2 for the various situations that may 
occur. It is obvious that e.g. existence for a smaller class implies that for a larger 
one, and conversely for uniqueness; that continuous dependence on initial data 
implies uniqueness; that local uniqueness implies global; etc. Note one special 
feature of #-solutions: since they are defined as uniform limits of %-solutions, 
in continuous dependence on inner perturbations for Z-solutions, one need 
only require (3) to be V-solutions. 
Before developing the less trivial consequences, let us exhibit a sufficient 
condition for %-solutions of a piecewise continuous differential equation in R”, 
/f+(x) if 9,(x) > 0 
k = f(x) -f-(x) if T(X) < 0 
‘\f+(x) orf-(X) if v(x) = 0 
(4) 
with given v: Rn + RI, f f, f-: R” -+ R”. This is an easy consequence of 
Filippov’s uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let f +, f- be Cl, and v be c”. Zf, at every point x of{x: v(x) =0}, 
we have at least one of the inequalities 
Dy(s) -f’(x) < 0 OY @(x) -f-(x) > 0, 
then (4) has uniqueness for Hermes solutions (and SF = ~$7 = 9). 
Proof. By [5, Theorem 141, (4) has uniqueness for F-solutions. According 
to Lemma 2.8, we have X = 9 (note particularly the last line in (4)); and 
# = X by Corollary 5.6. 
Remark. [5, Section 51 contains another condition for uniqueness; in sim- 
plified form it is a unilateral Lipschitz condition, 
(x -Y>‘(fW -f(Y)) G x I x -Y I”; 
and one easily verifies that it does yield uniqueness for X and %-solutions. 
However, for discontinuous equations it has very limited application. E.g. in 
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the case of (4), if the condition is satisfied near a point of the switching surface 
(p’ = 01, then necessarily the discontinuity S+ -f- is perpendicular to the 
surface (and this is precisely how Filippov uses it in an ingenious way in 
Lemma 7). 
PROPOSITION 8.2. In (1) let f be locally bounded. Thelz the following conditions 
are pairzoise equivalent (for eithm Krasovskij or Hermes solutions): 
uniqueness: continuous dependence on initial data.: 
on outer perturbations: on inner perturbations. 
Proof. Assume continuous dependence on inner perturbations, and consider 
an outer perturbation situation: a sequence of Y-solutions xk(.j of j = f (t, yj + 
qr(t) on [to , t, + E], such that (measurable) qk - 0 uniformly, and q(t,) + x0 
for some t, + t, . Set 
P&j = j-1 q,(s) & y{; = Xk - p, . 
Then pk + 0, sR - yk + 0 uniformly; also 
y&) = xJt,j - j-’ q,(s) ds -+ x0 - 0. 
Obviously the yk are Z-solutions to 2 = f(t, B + pJt)j; thus, by assumption, 
they converge uniformly to a X-solution x of (1) with x(t,) = x0 ; and, as 
So; - _ k 1~ + 0, so do the xk . Hence one does have continuous dependence on 
outer perturbations (for X-solutions; similarly for Z-solutions). 
Continuous dependence on outer perturbations yields that on initial data 
(trivially: take zero perturbationsj. 
Assume continuous dependence on initial data, and consider two solutions 
x, y of (1) issuing from the same initial point, x(t,) = y(t,j. Then the sequence 
of solutions 
x, y, x, y, x, y ,... (3) 
trivially has converging initial data. By assumption, the sequence (3) converges 
to a solution of (1); h ence so do the obvious subsequences; in particular x = y 
(all on a subinterval). 
Finally, assume uniqueness, but that continuous dependence on inner 
perturbation fails (e.g. for Z-solutions). Thus there must be an instance of the 
foIlowing situation. There exists a X-solution R to (I) on J = [to , t, + c]; 
there exist measurable p, : J + R” with p, + 0 uniformly; there exist Z- 
solutions xk to j = f(t, y + plc(t)) on some [to , t, + E’] with x,(t,) + x(&j, 
t, - t, ; it is not true that xk + x uniformIy, on any subinterval [to , t, + 81. 
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By Theorem 4.3, the xlc have a subsequence x,+ which does converge uni- 
formly, .on a subinterval [t,, , t, + 61, to some .X-solution y. In particular, 
y(t,,) = lim xr.(tpi) = x(t,J. By ( assumed) uniqueness, x = y on a subinterval; 
the contradictfon concludes the proof. (The crux was Theorem 4.3; for Z- 
solutions there is, trivially, an analoguous closure theorem.) 
Remarks. The first part of the proof reproduces the reasoning preceding 
Example 2.5. The last two parts are well-known in classical ODE theory. There 
is a version applying to $-solutions; only weak assumptions are needed to 
bring into action Filippov’s closure theorem [5, Theorem 31. 
COROLLARY 8.3. In tlze autonomous equation 
R =f(x) (5) 
let f localb bounded. Then (5) has uniqueness for S-solutions at (to , x,,) if, and only 
if, the Euler-Lebesgue approximants converge, in the following sense: if +(.) are 
E-L approximants on [to , t,, + C] with x,(t,) + x,, and with mesh sizes + 0, 
necessarily the x& converge uniformly on sofne [t D, to + S] (to a j/e-solution of (3)). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Propositions 8.2 and 3.5 (note 
2 = %* in the autonomous case). 
COROLLARY 8.4. In (5) let f be locally bounded and measurable. If (5) has 
uniqueness for X-solutions, tlzen 9 = X = Z. 
Proof. Consider any #-solution x, say on [to , t, + 6). From the assumptions 
on f, there is an g-solution y(.) of (5) an initial condition y(ta) = x(tJ [5, d 
Theorem 41, on some [to, to + 61. Since 9 CX C Z (Sections 4 and 5; 
note autonomous case), y is an Z-solution; by assumed uniqueness, y = x, 
i.e., x is an F-solution. 
There is an obvious version of this, applying to (1) and solutions in the 
extended sense. Hermes [lo, Theorem l] proved a weaker version: ?? C 9 if (5) 
has stability with respect to measurement (see below) and f is measurable 
bounded. 
DEFINITION 8.5 (Hermes). Equation (1) is stable with respect to measurement 
;sf it has existence for %‘-solutions and continuous dependence on inner perturbations 
for SF-solutions. 
Note that the concept can easily be characterised in terms of %-solutions and 
their limits [lo, p. 1601. The motivation is the requirement that a %?-solution be 
insensitive, in the limit, to error in the observation or “measurement” of x for 
computing the values of f(t, x) [lo, p. 1601. In [3, p. 1561 the concept is mis- 
takenly equated with existence and continuous dependence on outer perturbations 
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for W-solutions. Proposition 8.2 yields an equivalent but formally simpler 
characterisation: 
COROLLARY 8.6. Stability with respect to measurement for (I) is equiz!ak,t to 
existence fop %-solutions arid uniqueness for 8-sohtions. (E.g., f continuous, with 
uniqueness for Ntmtmz solutions.) If the condition is satisjied, then %C = 9. 
9. LINEAR TIhu+OPTrhuL COKTROL 
The question we shall treat is stability with respect to measurement of the 
optimal-feedback equation corresponding to a linear control system. In detail, 
consider the control system in R” 
3 = 4x - Bu, 1 ui j < I (1) 
(where z~r = (ul ,..., u,,)). For steering an initial point to 0 in ieast time there 
exist optimal control functions t ++ a(t), and corresponding optimal trajectories 
x(.); moreover, there is an ‘optimal feedback’ x i-+ F(X) such that all the optimal 
trajectories of (1) are solutions (more precisely: %-solutions) of the feedback 
equation 
a? = Ax - BF(x). (2) 
All this is now classical; see, e.g., 1151, [ll], [a; uniqueness of I; is treated in 
[71, P61, D71. 
The problem to be addressed is whether (2) is stable with respect to measure- 
ment (Definition 8.5); possibly under some generic conditions on (A, B), such 
as controllability (thus “all eigenvalues are real” is not generic). 
LEMMA 9.1. Equation (2) is stable with respect to measurement if, and only ;J: 
it has uniqueness for Hermes solutions; a necessary condition is that 5 = S? = 59. 
Proof. Since F( .) was specifically constructed so that the optimal trajectories 
x(.) be W-solutions, (2) has existence of @‘-solutions; the first assertion is then a 
direct consequence of Corollary 8.6. Next, F is measurable ([6]; actually, a 
function of Baire’s first class, [7]), and it is bounded, as its values are the vertices 
of the unit n-cube. Thus Corollary 8.4 yields the second assertion. 
We shall need the results of [16] (see [17] for a condensed version). This 
begins by imposing strict normality on (1): if 4 ... b, are the columns of the 
control matrix B, consider the array of n-vectors 
b, Ab, A”b, ... An-lb, 
b, Ab, A2b . . . 2 An-lb 2 
b Trl Ab, -4’b, . . . Ala-lb,TL 
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The condition is that, for any choice of m integers rj with C rj = n, the vectors 
(n in number) 
be linearly independent. (For m = 1 this is controllability; for 1~1 = 2 it is 
normality and rank B = 2 - in particular, (3) below is strictly normal; it is 
stronger than normality; it is close to, but stronger than, a condition due to 
Meeker [14].) The fundamental lemma of [16] is then 
LEMMA 9.2. If (1) is strictly normal, then there exists E,, , 0 < E,, < + co, 
such that the vectors 
e -“t16i, , eMAfZbiz ,.. ., epAtnbi, 
are irzdependent, for any indices ij afzd 
The subsequent results are then restricted to the interior of the reachable 
set at time l s for (1) 
U = Int R(Q). 
Obviously U is a neighborhood of the origin in Rn, invariant (into positive 
time) under time-optimal trajectories of (1). 
LEMMA 9.3. Assume (1) is strictly normal. Then (2) is stable with Pespect to 
measurement 27, and only if, S? C %9 (both in U orzly). 
proof. Necessity follows from Lemma 9.1. According to [ 161, the %-solutions 
of (2) are precisely the time-optimal trajectories of (1) in LJ; since the system 
is normal, these do have continuous dependence on initial data. If s&’ C V, the 
assertion now follows from Proposition 8.2 and Lemma 9.1. 
Rather surprisingly, (2) is not always stable with respect to measurement. 
A simple example in the plane is due to Brunovsky [2, p. 6341 
The behaviour of the corresponding feedback equation (2) on the x-axis is 
analogous to that in Example 2.6: all of S-,X, % are distinct, so the necessary 
condition of Lemma 9.1 fails. In this example the control dimension m = 2; 
there is still hope for wz = 1. 
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Consider, therefore, the single-input control system in R”, 
k = Ax - bu, -1 < Zl < 1, (4) 
and let the corresponding optimal feedback equation be 
2 = Ax - bF(x). (51 
Yeung’s results then simplify to those of [7] (the ~a and U described above are 
to retain their meaning). 
THEOREM 9.4. Assume tkat the single-input systenz (4) is controllable. Then 
the corresponding feedback equation (5) is stable with respect to nzeaszcrement, 
within the neighbourhood U = Int R(E,). 
Proof. Assume the assertion is false, so that A? Q ?? according to Lemma 9.3. 
Thus there is a #-solution X: J -+ U which is not a %‘-solution. Then x(.) is a 
X-solution (Corollary 4.4); as F has values &l only, 
c?(t) = Ax(t) - bu(t), -1 < u(t) < 1 a.e. 
Since x is not a V-solution, u(t) # F(x(t)) on a set of positive measure. Thus 
either u(t) f 1 E F(x(t)) on a set of positive measure, or similarly with -1; 
assume the former. 
Now use the results, and notation, from [7] (with b replaced by --6 in 
equations (S) and (3)); in particular the ‘terminal manifolds’ Mk-, Mk-. By 
definition, F(x) = 1 precisely on the finite union M- u .. . u A&+. Furthermore> 
F is continuous on the open set A&f, so that g = S? there. Thus our exceptional 
N has x(t) E $1: Mki, and there is at least one fixed index k such that 
u(t) f 1, s(t)E&+ (1 < k < n - 1) 
on a set of positive measure. This latter set cannot then consist of isolated 
points only: 
a,--+ 8, z@) # 1, Mk+3x(Bj)+x(6), 1 <k<n-1. (61 
The set IM~T consists [7, (2)] of all points 
x = (J’,“‘- I:+ ... + (-l)k-llI) e-Rsds b 
= (2 f - 2 (’ + . . . + (-I)- 2 s:“-’ + (- l)‘c-1 h’, e-.1S ds b 
with 0 < tl < .‘. < t, < c0 . Two simple computations will be needed. By 
integration, 
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and 
ax 
x = (-l)i-l 2e-At”b (i < k), 
2 
E = (- I)“-1 e-Atkb 
(the correspondence (tr ... t3 ++ x is a diffeomorphism, lot. cit.). We now 
compute &(0) in two ways, 
f(O) = AX(O) - bu(B) = (1 - ~(0)) b + (-2eeAtl + **a + (-1)’ e-“““) b, 
I = lim I - I = ~ ax(e) . at, 3 8, - 8 izl at, at 
k-1 
= T (-,>i-1 2e-At’b . ;; 1 (-lj”-1 e-Atkb . i!!$. 
Since the terms are equal, (1 - u(8))b is a linear combination of 
e -Atlb,. . . , emAt* (7) 
with 0 < t, < ... < t, < E,, , K < n - 1. By Lemma 9.2, b = e-*Ob together 
with the vectors (7) form a collection of 1 + K < n independent vectors. Thus 
the coefficient 1 - ~(0) = 0; this contradiction with (6) concludes the proof. 
Remmks. It is mo,deratelp easy to show, using [7], that .F = &? holds in 
the controllable single-input case, so that 3 C V is necessary and sufficient for 
stability with respect to measurement. Relations between Filippov solutions 
of (2) and optimal trajectories of (1) (i.e., %-solutions of (5)) were the subject 
of [2], [3], [4]. Specifically, [2] contains a directly verifiable condition for 9 = %? 
in the case n = 2, and [3] concerns continuous dependence of 5-solutions on 
outer perturbations. 
C~~~JECTU~. F = 2 is (necessary and) sufficient for stability with respect 
to measurement of (2) (within U, if (1) is strictly normal). 
The passage from the control system (1) to the optimal feedback system (2) is 
customarily termed the “synthesis of the optimal regime.” Often it is implied, 
suggested by vague formulation, that a physical realisation of (2) automatically 
evolves optimally relative to (1). To single out, somewhat unfairly, two instances 
of the explicit statement, see [I, pp. 51-531, and [15, p. 27, 1371. The logical 
fallacy is, of course, that since every optimal trajectory of (1) is a solution of (2), 
“therefore also conversely.” 
If “solution” is restricted to Caratheodory solutions (and, before Filippov’s 
paper, what else did one have), the converse is indeed true; at least for strictly 
normal systems, target 0, near the origin, [7], [16]. However it seems that for 
discontinuous kinematics the Caratheodory solutions are a technical irrelevance, 
and that the Filippov or Hermes solutions are a more reasonable model (the 
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so-called chattering or sliding regimes, the contrived ‘trajectories’ in papers on 
differential games). Example (3) shows that the converse simply fails; while 
Theorem 9.4 only rescues the situation in the simplest case of one-dimensional 
inputs. 
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